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FRENCH AERO ENGINE FACTORY ATTACKED

With the noon full and the sky clear our navigators guided their aircraft

without difficulty to Paris last night. They could see the countryside

stretching for many miles as they passed over towns and villages easily

distinguished from many thousands of feet above: and finally the river Seine,

winding through wooded valleys and cut "between the fields, brought them to their

target.

"It was difficult to realise that this was a wartime flight over occupied

country," said a Wellington pilot. "For most of the journey everything was quiet

and. still, and the moon was so bright that I could even read the squadron's

markings,on another Wellington that flew near us."

Until their plans for the conquest of Russia went wrong the Germans

apparently made no great attempt to turn French factories to their own use. They

were deterred by the knowledge that all such factories would be within easy

range of Bomber Command, and they imagined that they would soon be able more

safely to exploit the industrial regions of Russia. Last winter saw those

designs upset by the Russians, The industrial regions are either "scorched" or,

for the most part, arc still in Russian hands. Germany turned back on Prance

for the manufactures she urgently needs. It is an alternative 'which has not

worked out too well for the Germans, They found that the French worker could

put up a stiffer resistance than the Vichy Government. Sabotage is his weapon:

and now the enemy’s first fears that the R.A.F. would intervene are being

realised. The British bomber is reinforcing and heartening the French saboteur.

Four important industrial concerns, covering a total area of 525 by 1,000

yards are grouped together on the bank of the Seine at Gennevilliers, some six miles

north east of the centre of Paris. They are the Rhone and Gnome Aero Engine

Works, the Electrical Engineering Works of the Alfthorn Company, the Goodrich

Rubber Tyre Factory and the 320,000 kilowatt Gennevilliers Electric Power Station

which links the Paris grid system with the industrial district of the Pas De

Calais. This was the area which our bombers attacked.

First reports from our crews show that much damage must have been done

in this area last night.

The Germans have increased their ground defences since our bombers were last

in this neighbourhood, early in April of this year, but many of our crews

attacked from a low level and some made as many as eight runs across the target,

flying oyer the centre of Paris as they circled for each fresh approach.

At the end of half an hour flames were spreading rapidly. "You could see

them coming up through the roof" said a pilot - "while the whole area was

repeatedly flash-lit by bursting bombs,"


